Achieve Unprecedented
Inspection Capabilities
with the CertScan
Integration Platform

Up to 100% screening,
faster throughput,
and
dramatically
better detection

CertScan connects:

• non-intrusive inspection
technology

• lane management hardware
• data from digital and optical
character recognition (OCR)
systems
• manual data inputs
• inspection professionals

The key to efficient inspection is integration.
Regardless of the environment—an airport, a land border, a sea
port or a venue entrance—the push is on to reduce the friction in
moving people, bags, cargo and vehicles quickly through security
screening while finding ways to increase revenue and comply
with security standards. Yet the volume of people and things
on the move keeps going up. The result from these potentially
competing pressures can be trying to do too much, taking too
long, and failing to deploy the right resources effectively.
The key to an efficient inspection operation is to bring the big
picture into sharper focus. That means pulling together the
relevant and valuable data from multiple sources to drive targeted
security assessments and decision-making.
With the S2 Global software CertScan®, integration of data
generated by inspection technology and information sources
provides a solution to meet this challenge by enabling customers
to have greater control of their inspection process. The result is
enhanced security, operational efficiencies, increased revenue
collection, higher levels of compliance, more effective resource
deployment, and a better user experience.

The CertScan integration platform was developed by experienced
operators responsible for over 60 major inspection sites at ports,
borders, and checkpoints around the world. It is unique software
designed specifically to engage and optimize multi-system, multisite security inspection programs through a common integration
platform.

CertScan workflows deliver the right data to the
right user at the right time.
CertScan offers a complete, secure solution for customs
inspectors and security operators seeking to perform at the
highest levels. That translates to accelerated inspection, higher
throughput, increased seizures, improved compliance, and more
revenue collection.

Monitor, assess, and optimize every aspect of
integrated scanning operations under one interface.
CertScan harmonizes every system and process through a single
interface, providing an efficient workflow with the ability to govern
data for all stakeholders. Every inspection can be seen in real time
from one dashboard.

CertScan delivers data
Through a secure infrastructure
Into the workflow and data aggregator
To a common integrated viewer
With bundled professional services
And training to empower security professionals

Through its’ friendly user experience, CertScan
keeps the inspection workflow running smoothly.
• Inspection operators have access to the integrated data
package combining every piece of data to ensure thorough
assessment and decision-making before, during and after the
inspection.
• Inspection analysts see the x-ray image view and data panel in
one window for a comprehensive look at all inspection details
and confident decision making.
• CertScan tracks and archives every user action, providing an
ideal record for audits, performance reviews, and continuous
quality improvement.
• Users can share unique inspection information via the Be
On the Look Out (BOLO) alerts sent across the operation to
highlight trends and anomalies.

CertScan’s x-ray image analysis tools
The CertScan image viewer uses the same
tools provided by systems OEMs including
those provided to assist operators in their
analysis. CertScan also adheres to the WCO
UFF standard for image data sharing.

Monitor, assess, and
optimize every aspect
of integrated inspection
operations

Getting greener
The CertScan platform’s
detection, efficiency, and
data-sharing capabilities
can play a role in achieving
the environmental and
sustainability goals
by reducing energy
consumption, resource
use and emissions while
increasing trade inspection.

Build a better workforce
CertScan can enhance your team’s skills and knowledge while
streamlining training. The BOLO feature shares timely trends
and data systemwide, so all users have access to new and more
complete information. In addition, CertScan can insert fullresolution image replacement data packages so analysts will
continue to grow their skills. CertScan’s common user interface
also simplifies training needs by supporting image analysis for
every type of system, limiting the need for multiple training
sessions. Users train with S2 University to acquire a deeper
understanding of the CertScan platform, gaining expanded
proficiency in adjudicating inspections based on an extensive
image library.

Inspection integration that works
With CertScan, the vendor-agnostic, scalable, reliable, and tested
software for security screening, integration of inspection systems
has never been easier. CertScan uses a microservices architecture
to provide a fast, reliable, and secure data delivery solution that
can be run on-premise, in any cloud, or as a hybrid. CertScan runs
on your favorite server set-up in the Chrome browser. Additionally,
CertScan provides continuity for local instances and shared
data with distributed and S3 storage. Finally, Certscan features
permission-based user roles for workflow alignment as well as
business intelligence dashboards and reporting.

Schedule a demonstration of CertScan at
www.screeningsolution.com

S2 Global, an OSI Systems company, is a world class leader in
detection system implementation, integration, training, staffing
and maintenance. Our dedication and experience has resulted in a
suite of systems, knowledge and experienced personnel available
on-demand for clients of all sizes.
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